FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, October 29, 2014

CONTACT:
Jennifer Goodrich, Executive Director

2014 Victory Sports Tours / NFHCA Division I Senior Game

The 2014 Victory Sports Tours / NFHCA Division I Senior Game will be held on Saturday, November 22nd at the University of Maryland (College Park, MD).
Game time is 3 p.m.

Name | Institution
--- | ---
Lauren Allymohamed | University of Massachusetts
Abby Barker | Michigan State University
Rebecca Barry | University of Richmond
Abby Beltrani | Duke University
Brittany Blass | Lafayette College
Jonel Boileau | Hofstra University
Lauren Brooks | Syracuse University
Maddy Carpenter | Northwestern University
Valentina Cerda Eimbcke | Boston University
Emma Clifton | College of William & Mary
Emily Corcoran | University of Pennsylvania
Chrissy Davidson | University of Connecticut
Hannah Faulkner | Kent State University
Ali Froede | Miami University
Laura Gebhart | Penn State University
Annabelle Hamilton | University of Maine
Audra Heilman | Indiana University
Felicitas Heinen | Fairfield University
Dani Hemeon | University of Iowa

Name | Institution
--- | ---
Jenny Johnstone | University of Virginia
Sydney Kirby | Princeton University
Anna Kozniuk | Wake Forest University
Kelsey LeBlanc | University of Virginia
Carissa Makea | Saint Francis University
Kate Malone | Providence College
Ainsley McCallister | University of Michigan
Lizzy Millen | Temple University
Kelsey Mucelli | Bucknell University
Emma Plasteras | Boston College
Ali Savage | Dartmouth College
Loren Shealy | University of North Carolina
Lauren Skudalski | Columbia University
Leslie Smith | University of Michigan
Kelsey Smither | Old Dominion University
Samantha Travers | University of North Carolina
Rosario Villagra | Old Dominion University
Alyssa Voelmle | University of Louisville
Amber Youtz | Temple University